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Redox acknowledges that modern slavery, which includes servitude, slavery, forced labour, forced marriage, the worst 
forms of child labour, debt bondage, deceptive recruiting for labour or services and human trafficking, forms part of other 
complex challenges and systems, including discrimination, harassment, abuse, long working hours, low wages and 
benefits, and unsafe workplaces and work environments. Where possible, Redox seeks to work in collaboration with our 
stakeholders and partners to promote a coordinated approach to tackle these complex modern slavery issues. 

To manage the risk of modern slavery in Redox's operations and supply chain and to identify emerging issues, Redox 
provides training to relevant team members, collaborates with various organisations, embeds ethical sourcing and modern 
slavery policies into existing processes, and conducts risk assessments on suppliers. 

Each of Redox's wholly owned subsidiaries were consulted in the development of this Statement. This Statement was 
reviewed by the General Counsel of Redox, before being approved by Redox's Board (Board)' 

At Redox we acknowledge our role and responsibility in seeking to safeguard human rights through ethical and 
sustainable business practices. We also recognise that safeguarding human rights across our business and supply chain is 
an area of great importance to our employees, shareholders, customers, and the communities where we operate. We are 
on a journey to improve our modern slavery risk identification and mitigation and are constantly working to reinforce and 
communicate our values to our employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers, and the broader community. 

At Redox we are dedicated to the continuous improvement of our policies and procedures relating to the identification of 
modern slavery risk and ethical sourcing. 

REDOX'S STRUCTURE, OPERATIONS, AND SUPPLY CHAINS 

5 "Board" means Redox's Board of Directors 

04 

In FY23, Redox coordinated the 
movement of over 21,000 
shipping containers, and over 
539,000 tonnes of road and rail 
shipments to transport products 
from overseas suppliers to 
customers, acting as a route to 
market for over 1,000 global 
suppliers 

12th Leading Chemical 
Distributor in APAC 2023 

The ICIS Top 100 Chemical 
Distributors 2023 List ranked 
Redox as the 12th chemical 
distributor leader in Asia Pacific 
and 34th globally 
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OUR SUPPLY CHAINS 
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Redox directly sources products for both resale and for its own consumption. Redox also sources services for the 
operation of its businesses. The procurement of goods and services whether for its personal consumption or for resale, all 
form part of our supply chain and are an integral part of our business operations. 

Goods for resale include a wide range of chemicals, ingredients, and raw materials which are sourced from manufacturers 
and other distributors around the world for the purpose of reselling onto our own customers. The chemicals, ingredients, 
and raw materials we source include sweeteners, stabilisers, emulsifiers, minerals, antioxidants, phosphates, vitamins, 
acids, fertilisers, salts, plasticisers and many more. 

Goods consumed by Redox may include items such as IT equipment, tools, machinery, office supplies and uniforms that 
support Redox's operations. 

'
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Services that Redox procure include maintenance, cleaning, transport logistics and catering or food services. 

r -------·-
Redox sources products from suppliers, manufacturers, and distributors all over the world, with the largest volume of 
product sourced from Australia, China, India, Malaysia ,        Singapore, South Korea. Taiwan, Thailand and the United States (in 
alphabetical order). Redox supports economic development in the countries we source goods from, buying from 
manufacturers in Australia and overseas. The suppliers who make up Redox's supply chain employ thousands of people. 
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REDOX POLICIES AND GOVERNANCE 

The policies and frameworks that support the day-to-day operations of Redox require that Redox as a whole respect and 
safeguard universally recognised human rights. Our policies prohibit any activities involving modern slavery and commit to 
safe and healthy working conditions, including the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining along with the 
right to workplaces free of harassment and discrimination. 

Redox works with suppliers and business partners to source goods and services in a manner that aligns with our own 
policies. Each of Redox's businesses require all their suppliers, partners, and stakeholders to comply with Redox's 
Minimum Workplace Practices Code of Conduct (Supplier Code of Conduct): The minimum standards in the Supplier Code 
of Conduct with which our suppliers must comply, draw upon the key principles of the United Nations Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the United Nations Conventions on the Rights of the Child and International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) Core Labour Standards. While not all the minimum standards in the Supplier Code of Conduct are 
directly relevant to modern slavery, they are important to the holistic approach Redox takes with respect to human rights 
due diligence and ethical sourcing. 

The Redox Ethical Sourcing Policy sets the minimum standards expected of Redox's employees and officers to mitigate 
the risks of modern slavery across our operations and supply chain. The Redox Ethical Sourcing Policy is periodically 
reviewed and updated as appropriate to seek alignment with evolving international best practice. Redox's Ethical Sourcing 
Policy was recently reviewed in August 2023, whereby various updates were made to the Policy, to provide clarity around 
our process and procedures and align with evolving practices and expectations around Modern Slavery. 

RISKS OF MODERN SLAVERY PRACTICES IN REDOX'S OPERATIONS AND SUPPLY CHAIN 

Redox is committed to ethical sourcing. We recognise that the risk of modern slavery within our operations and supply 
chain may be increased depending on the countries and regions goods and services are sourced from, the products and 
services being procured and the suppliers that makeup our supply chain. 

MODERN SLAVERY RISKS IN REDOX 
OPERATIONS 

Redox has assessed the risk of modern slavery in our 
operations as low, with the majority of our operations 
and workforce in low modern slavery risk countries, such 
as Australia and New Zealand. 

We also monitor and address modern slavery and 
human rights issues in our workforce under various 
policies and procedures, including the Redox Code of 
Conduct and Ethics, Harassment, Bullying and 
Discrimination Policy, Diversity Policy, Whistleblower 
Procedure and Ethical Sourcing Policy. These robust 
policies and grievance mechanisms, create greater 
visibility and effective management of modern slavery 
risks within our operations and are the key mechanisms 
which assist Redox in forming the view 

that its' risk of modern slavery within its operations is 
low. 

Redox's workforce during the Reporting Period was 
either covered by a modern award or employed under 
individual employment contracts. All modern awards and 
employment contracts which cover our workforce, 
confer minimum pay, employee entitlements, working 
hours, and overtime arrangements which are in 
compliance with employment laws across all jurisdictions 
in which we operate in. 

Redox also recognises the right of our employees to 
engage in collective bargaining, with or without the 
involvement of a labour union. 

7 Redox·s Minimum Workplace Practices Code of Conduct ("Supplier Code of Conduce) is a document created by Redox, which outlines the way we expect all suppliers to conduct themselves, and rights to be afforded 
to their employees. Redox requires that all suppliers comply at all times with the Workplace Practices and for all Suppliers to confirm such practices are being complied with by executing the Ethical Sourcing Supplier 
Declaration ("Supplier Declaration Form"). 
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MODERN SLAVERY RISKS IN REDOX's 
SUPPLY CHAIN 

Redox has a complex multi-tiered supply chain, which 
spans various countries. Redox recognises that our 
complex supply chain creates a heightened risk of 
modern slavery occurring within our supply chains, as a 
result of the limited visibility and oversight of the working 
conditions present amongst our supply chain. 

The main sources of modern slavery-related risks within 
our supply chain and operations are: 

Third-Party Labour: We have identified that the 
employment of persons through third-party labour hire 
companies or recruitment agencies increases the risk of 
worker exploitation and unfair working conditions by 
reducing our visibility over recruitment, remuneration 
and workplace practices. In an effort to reduce modern 
slavery risks present with engaging third-party labour 
hire companies, before engaging the services 

of any third-party labour hire company, Redox requires 
all third-party labour hire companies complete and sign 
a Supplier Declaration Form, which places a requirement 
on the company to comply with Redox's Supplier Code 
of Conduct. 

Product or Services Market: Redox has identified some 
products and services we source, such as palm oil and 
electronics, carry a greater risk exposure of modern 
slavery. To minimise the greater risk of modern slavery 
that is ass,ociated with some products and services, 
Redox has partnered with Roundtable on Sustainable 
Palm Oil (RSPO) to ensure that all of Redox suppliers of 
palm oil are producing Certified Sustainable Palm Oil. 

Supplier Geographic Location: It has been identified that 
the procurement of goods or services from suppliers in 
certain geographic locations heightens the risk of 
modern slavey in our supply chains. To mitigate this risk, 
Redox applies a higher level of governance and 
implements more rigorous controls to suppliers who are 
located in geographies that are more prone to modern 
slavery. 

ACTIONS TAKEN TO ADDRESS IDENTIFIED MODERN SLAVERY RISKS 
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SUPPLIER GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION RISK CATEGORY

High Risk Jurisdictions in Redox's Supply Chain are identified in RED



ETHICAL SOURCING DECLARATION PROGRAM 

To mitigate the risk of modern slavery and unethical practices occurring in our supply chain, Redox have implemented our 
own modern slavery and ethical sourcing declaration program. Before any business contracts with a new supplier are 
entered into, Redox requires the suppliers complete a Supplier Declaration Form or provide their own modern slavery 
internal governance policies for assessment. Suppliers are assessed to identify the risks of the supplier not having 
practices in place which align with our Supplier Code of Conduct. If the supplier returns a signed Declaration Form or we 
accept their internal policies in lieu of our Declaration Form, it is deemed to be an approved supplier and Redox issue a 
modern slavery permit. Whilst modern slavery permits are generally valid for a term of five years, any suppliers who are 
located in a high-risk jurisdiction (High-Risk Supplier)'will be issued a high-risk modern slavery permit which will only be 
valid for a term of three years. Upon the expiry of a modern slavery permit, Redox will resubmit a new Supplier Declaration 
to the relevant supplier and ask that the new Supplier Declaration is signed so that a new permit can be issued 
accordingly. Redox also requires that any of our suppliers who were on boarded before this program was implemented 
complete the same process retrospectively. 

The Supplier Declaration Form requires that our suppliers ensure their own suppliers, contractors, and employees comply 
with the minimum workplace practices in our Supplier Code of Conduct and provide Redox with rights of termination if the 
supplier is unable or unwilling to work towards full compliance with our minimum standards. Where non-compliance with 
the Supplier Code of Conduct is suspected, the Supplier Declaration Form grants Redox the right to investigate the 
business practices of the supplier, should Redox find this necessary. 

Throughout the Reporting Period, Redox identified multiple modern slavery permits that were reaching the end of their 
term of validity. In accordance with Redox's modern slavery due diligence practices , Redox has reached out to all those 
suppliers and asked for a new Supplier Declaration Form to be completed and signed. 

SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MONITORING

To further improve our existing modern slavery and ethical sourcing due diligence processes and our understanding of 
modern slavery and broader human rights risks that may be present within our supply chain, Redox regularly conducts 
reviews of the US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Active Withhold Release Orders and Findings List. Redox's 
monitors the list to identify any suppliers within our supply chain who have been issued a Withhold Release Order (WRO) 
by the Commissioner or if findings have been published against them in the Federal Register. This practice ensures our 
view of risk is kept up to date and enables Redox to identify a supplier's critical breach of Redox's Supplier Code of 
Conduct. 

CBP issues a WRO when the agency has reasonable evidence of the use of forced labour in the manufacturing or 
production of a goods entering the US. A WRO allows the CBP to detain the products in question at all US ports of entry 
until or unless importers can prove the absence of forced labour in their product's supply chain. CBP issues a finding when 
the agency has conclusive evidence of the use of forced labour in the manufacturing or production of a goods entering the 
US supply chain. A finding allows CBP to seize the product(s) in question at all US ports of entry. 

During the Reporting Period, Redox identified three (3) suppliers in our supply chain who were either issued a WRO 
themselves or had ties to an entity issued a WRO. Redox has stopped engaging with these three (3) suppliers, since 
identifying they were issued with a WRO. Redox leveraged the findings to better articulate Redox's commitments regarding 
salient human rights. Redox maintains a vigilant watch over the CBP to keep abreast of suppliers within its supply change 
and assist suppliers where possible to take ' steps to remediate identified issues before a WRO is issued. Redox 
understands remediation is multifaceted and are focused on supporting these suppliers in their ability to remediate 
concerns where possible. Where remediation does not occur and/or supplier's cannot verify that their workplace practices 
align with Redox's Supplier Code of Conduct, Redox has stopped engaging with such non-compliant suppliers. 

8 �High-Risk Supplier" means a supplier based in a Jurisdictions which is known to be at high-risk for engaging in modern slavery practices, and is designated a High-Risk Modern Slavery Permit. due to the jurisdiction in 
which they are located. 
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SEDEX MEMBERS ETHICAL TRADE AUDIT 

Redox has taken the initiative to prompt suppliers to partake in the Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit (SMET A) to stay up 
to date on the most recent audit history of Suppliers within our supply chain. The scope of the audits conducted by SMET A 
includes labour standards. health and safety and business ethics which in turn covers modern slavery concerns. 
Throughout the Reporting Period. Redox has assessed SMET A supplier audits for the purposes of assessing a supplier's 
compliance with Redox·s Supplier Code of Conduct and the possible risk of the supplier engaging in modern slavery. 

Redox is considering changing its ethical sourcing process and procedures to make SMET A a requirement before 
engaging any High-Risk Suppliers. In order to progress with utilising SMET A to undertake a more detailed risk assessment 
of higher risk suppliers in the future. Redox will continue to prompt suppliers to engage in SMET A or request reports from 
suppliers who have already engaged with SMET A 

RISK ASSESSMENT PROGRAM AND SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING 

Redox has mapped out suppliers who are located in high-risk jurisdictions. Suppliers have been identified as high-risk if 
they are located in the region of Xinjiang, China; India; Philippines; DR Congo; Pakistan; Uzbekistan; Cambodia; Indonesia; 
North Korea; Sudan; Iraq or Afghanistan. The assessment of whether a supplier is in a high-risk jurisdiction, is dependent 
on factors such as. whether the jurisdiction: 

(a)Has weak government regulation;
(b)ls prone to corruption. displacement or conflict; and
(c)Fails to protect human rights.

Redox is committed to continually improving the mapping of high-risk suppliers and intends in the future. to begin working 
on making the risk profile assessment of suppliers more sophisticated. by accounting for other factors that cause 
suppliers to be flagged as 'high-risk'. Other factors which Redox will consider placing a focus on in the future in the 
assessment of a supplier's risk profile. includes the type of products being purchased and or services being purchased. 

GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

Redox is committed to adhering to legislative instruments and applicable standards. whilst also aligning with community 
expectations when it comes to modern slavery governance. The Board is accountable for the management of modern 
slavery risks and implementation of our ethical sourcing commitments. by providing appropriate direction. guidance and 
governance. Even though the Board plays the principal role in the direction of modern slavery governance. the 
management of modern slavery risks is a collective effort. Both Senior Management and our Quality Assurance Team are 
also tasked with supporting the Board in addressing modern slavery risks within our operations and supply chains as set 
out below. To ensure that Redox is correctly guided and directed towards satisfying our objective to mitigate modern 
slavery risks within our operations and supply chain, the Board and Senior Management also receive periodic updates on 
the: 

(a) effectiveness of the actions that are implemented to address modern slavery risks; and
(b)performance of Redox sites and key suppliers with respect to the management of modern slavery risks.
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LOOKING AHEAD TO REDOX'S FOCUS FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD 

Redox recognise that preventing and addressing modern slavery risks in our operations and supply chains requires long
term planning and vigilance. Redox are committed to continuously improving our strategies to minimise the risk of modern 
slavery in our operations and supply chain. During the next Reporting Period we will focus on: 

Improving Supply Chain 
mapping 

SMET A audits for high-risk 
suppliers 

Reissuing expired Modern 
Slavery Permits and 
increasing the number of 
Suppliers who are issued 
Modern Slavery Permits 

Improving supply chain mapping 

15 

JULY TO 
OCTOBER 

NOVEMBER TO 
FEBRUARY 

MARCH TO 
JUNE 

SMET A audits for High Risk 
Suppliers 

Reissuing expired Modern 
Slavery Permits and 
increasing the number of 
suppliers who are issued 
Modern Slavery Permits 
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Redox will strengthen our Supply 
Chain mapping by implementing 
additional criteria such as types of 
products and/or services being 
purchased when determining 
whether a supplier falls into the 
category of a high-risk supplier. 

Redox will consider incorporating a 
system which requires high-risk 
suppliers to undergo SMET A If they 
have not done so already. This 
system will extend our ability to 
monitor the compliance of high-risk 
supplier's with respect to our Supplier 
Code of Conduct as the audit reports 
provide an insight to the working and 
ethical conditions of suppliers within 
our supply chain. 

Redox will consistently conduct our 
due diligence and ensure that any 
Suppliers who have a permit that is 
expired are re-assessed by having a 
new Supplier Declaration issued for 
completion and signing. Redox will 
also continue to increase the number 
of suppliers that hold a modern 
slavery permit by ensuring that both 
new and current existing suppliers 
sign Redox's Supplier Declaration 
Form or provide their internal policies 
evidencing compliance with Redox's 
Supplier Code of Conduct. 

Redox are confident that the actions we intend to take in the next Reporting Period will support our continued multi
faceted approach to preventing and addressing modern slavery in our own operations and across our supply chains. We 
understand there is more we can do and will continue to work and seek progress on this global issue through meaningful 
and effective action, both across our business and in partnership with others. 

Redox recognises modern slavery is an increasingly complex problem, best tackled by collective commitment and 
responsibility to bring it to an end. 

This Statement has been prepared collectively and in consultation with management and key stakeholders, to deliver on 
our human rights commitments and ensure Redox's continuous improvement in identifying and mitigating modern slavery 
and ethical sourcing risks. 

This Statement was reviewed and approved by the Redox Limited Board of Directors on 14 December 2023.
We are pleased to publish this Redox Modern Slavery Statement for the Reporting Period and commit to continuing to 
monitor and publicly report on our progress. 

Raimond Coneliano 

CEO and Managing Director 
18 December 2023 
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